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A Caveat (…or two)

• Your DNA matches are presumed to be still living

Thus, this presentation will focus on methods rather than specific 
examples in order to protect their privacy

• This presentation is focusing on GENEALOGY

How can identifying your matches improve your family tree?  (e.g., 
not stalking or investigating people)



You’ve Taken a DNA Test --- Now Who Are All 
These People?

Ancestry.com

MyHeritage.com

LivingDNA.com

FamilyTreeDNA.com 23andMe.com



Why Identify?

• 1) More context to determine if you should 
attempt to contact; for example, a close cousin 
who might be able to provide important 
information

• 2) Start a research tree (“Quick and Dirty 
Tree”)
• Use to determine how you are related to the person 

(i.e., work their ancestral tree back in time to find a 
common ancestor)

• 3) Add the person to your tree



Key to Identifying --- Build Clues

• Locations

• Age

• Surname

• Siblings, Parents, other relatives

• Birth Date

• Birth Location



Primary Methods Used

1. BeenVerified (et al)

2. Ancestry (public records, city directories, yearbooks, birth indices)

3. Facebook

4. Google searches (can point to Facebook, LinkedIn, professional 
affiliations, help with aliases, etc.)

5. Metadata included with match (Age range, Location, etc.)

6. Use those shared matches (can sometimes yield surnames)



Get the Individual Clues from Different 
Sources and then Build on them – “Re-”search

As you get new pieces 
of the puzzle, go back 
and search again 



Ancestry Searches for Living People
• Family trees are not useful in this regard due to 

intentional privatizing

• HOWEVER….
• Many other records can be found. Especially useful 

are public records which often yield a complete 
birthdate as well as location.  Also useful can be 
yearbook entries which can often place a person’s 
location when they were in their teens



Don’t Forget to Check Related Records in 
Ancestry
• This technique has actually solved several mysteries for me!



DNA Match Metadata

• Sometimes you can get important valuable clues when the test taker 
includes other information.  In Ancestry remember to click on the test 
taker’s (or administrator’s) profile. Factors such as age group or 
location can quickly narrow down the search.



Some Matches You’ll Never Be Able to ID

• No first or last name

• My experience:
~20% can not be identified (initials only or very common name)

~10% can be partially identified (e.g., narrowed down to 2 brothers)

~70% are identifiable

• Of course, YMMV (Your Mileage May Vary)



Examples of Difficult ID’s – Common Names

• Not a lot you can do as far as searching for this person but don’t 
forget to check shared matches before you give up

Very common name with no other details



Seemingly Difficult ID’s can be made with 
shared matches

HOWEVER--- I believe I have identified 
her based SOLELY on a combination of 
match strength (68.7 cMs) and match 
strength of other shared matches 
(MyHeritage has that very useful 
feature).



Shared Matches Can Reveal Clues

• All DNA testing 
companies have some 
sort of shared match 
information

• MyHeritage and 
23andMe have 
additional benefit of 
showing match 
strength (cMs) 
between shared 
matches

MyHeritage



Shared Matches Can Reveal Clues
23andMe

• All DNA testing 
companies have some 
sort of shared match 
information

• MyHeritage and 
23andMe have 
additional benefit of 
showing match 
strength (cMs) 
between shared 
matches



Example of a MyHeritage DNA Match with 
Close Shared Match
• This match, 798.1 cM indicates that the two shared matches are very 

closely related

Turns out this shared match was determined to be the 1st

cousin of the mystery “DNA Test” match and used to solve 
the identity of the test-taker.



For Aliases --- Be sure to search for them on 
the web
• Some people love to use aliases

• Often they will reuse those aliases across different types of accounts

• When you see an alias be sure to search for it (e.g., try Google)



For Kits Managed by Administrators

• In Ancestry kits identified only by initials are typically kits managed by 
someone else, often a family member

• Sometimes that can be a useful hint as to the surname

In this case I was able to determine the surname of 
this match by using the name of the test administrator 
in combination with other shared matches.



Use BeenVerified or Other People Search Sites

• Free for simple 
information; pay site has 
more information



Use BeenVerified or Other People Search Sites

• Has been invaluable in 
identifying:
• Birth dates (Month + 

Year)

• Siblings

• Maiden Names (shows 
other names)

• Locations

• Relationships (especially 
likely parents)

Identified birth mother, death date, 
birth date



Don’t Forget Facebook

• Some profiles on FB have high 
security and you can’t see friends



Don’t Forget Facebook

• However --- Some profiles have 
low security
• Showing Friends

• Can yield surnames, siblings, parents, 
children even if the target’s account is 
set at high security

• Also, check locations of the friends -
-- this can often yield clues as to 
where this person is from



Okay, I’ve Identified the Person --- now what?

• Build a research tree (see my June 2021 
presentation)

• Look at shared matches to this match ---
might help identify others in the genetic 
network

ME



Don’t Forget to Document

• In Ancestry, once I’ve ID’ed a match I always enter the information 
into the note field



Put the Puzzle Pieces Together 

• Small Pieces
• Location

• Birth date (going from 
just year to year-month 
to year-month-day)

• Birth location

• Relatives

• Can allow putting the 
puzzle together!

You can do it too!  



An Example

• Using Google + BeenVerified

• Started with an alias in Ancestry

• Google’d the alias and found an email address [alias]@yahoo.com

• Searched the email address in BeenVerified
• Got the full name, age, location

• Relatives yielded 3 surnames to search for in the shared matches



One Final Note About Contacting

• Don’t try to contact the person until you’ve 
completed a thorough search for records and 
identification

• If you do attempt contact, put a few clues in the 
message to pique the person’s interest (e.g., 
mention surnames from the suspected line)

• Whatever you do, don’t:
• Overwhelm with facts (e.g., chromosome matches, 

centiMorgans, etc.)
• Add insensitive remarks before establishing good 

communications
• “I believe you’re the sister of my birth father”
• “Are you adopted?”

• REMEMBER: you want this person to respond so 
be as respectful as possible, adding a few clues 
to get them interested without overwhelming 
them.

It looks like we may be related on my Spencer-
Cummings line out of Michigan.  My 3rd great-
grandfather was Nathan Gould Spencer who 
lived in Eaton Rapids, MI



Next Class

Date: Thursday, 8/19, 2 pm
Topic: Exploring GEDMatch

Learn all about the free tool known as 
GEDMatch.  You'll be able to upload 

DNA kits there to compare with others 
who have taken DNA tests from other 
companies.  Learn how to upload your 

family tree there and interrogate DNA 
matches by examining common segments. 

To join the email list for class announcements visit http://familytreeaz.com
and scroll down on the left for the subscribe option.

http://familytreeaz.com/


• Contact:

• Ken Waters

• E-Mail: ken@familytreeaz.com

• Blog:  familytreeaz.com

• Twitter: @familytreeaz

• Slide Presentations: http://familytreeaz.com/Presentations

Questions?

http://familytreeaz.com/Presentations

